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Documentation 
Content  

as self-service 
support



What we won’t cover

Performance support 
helper agents (Clippy 
2.0)/wizards 

Micro-content in the UI 

On-boarding screens 

Screencasts/videos



Why?



Once upon a time



WordPerfect was fine until 
you wanted to print



There were lots of calls to 
WordPerfect Technical Support 

They ended up with “hold 
jockeys” to keep callers 

informed and entertained 
while waiting

https://twitter.com/BBCArchive/status/825312486203076608 

https://twitter.com/BBCArchive/status/825312486203076608


Support is expensive

Source: MetricNet  
http://blog.kineticdata.com/tag/average-cost-of-an-it-support-ticket/



In reality
Most requests to Support are “How do I?” 
questions rather than “It’s broken” questions: 

Buried in the UI 

How do I? 

Workarounds 

And the same questions over and over again



The broken model



The promise of self-service

It’s more efficient 

It saves money - should 
ideally reduce Level 1 
support enquiries 

“Customers love it”



How?



We’ll look at

Knowledge Centred Support 

Chatbots 

Online communities



Knowledge Centred 
Support

https://www.atlassian.com/it-unplugged/best-practices-and-trends/technologies-for-self-service-
success



Knowledge Centred 
Support

When user goes to raise a ticket,  

they are guided to a Help topic with the answer 

Or they receive an automatic answer by email



Knowledge Centred 
Support

Been around since the 1990s 

Support team document their knowledge



Creating the content

Capture, Structure, Reuse, Improve - “solve and evolve”)



Benefits

50-60%  
improved time to resolution

https://www.atlassian.com/company/events/summit-us/watch-sessions/2014/archives/it-service-
teams/knowledge-centered-support-the-methodology-that-really-works?
_ga=2.93443933.1773452765.1502983233-1830220788.1502738507



Pros

It relates to a real problem 

It’s created as a by-product of solving a support call



Cons

Writing requires insider 
knowledge  

High writing standards 
are not common 

People don’t want to lose 
face



Cons - Yet Another Source 
of Content

The Zendesk problem



Cons

Duplicate/Overlapping topics 

Inconsistency 

You often end up with frankenarticles



New/Better 
approaches to KCS



Provide worked examples 
limited in scope

Cover a specific 
instance, first 

Teach by example 
(Thermo Fisher 
Scientific) 

Add more detail/scope 
over time



Don’t wait until it’s perfect 
until you publish

Else you’ll be too late to answer the bulk of the 
calls to Support 

With Github-type approval process



Just-In-Time documentation, instead 
of Just-In-Case documentation

Bri Hillmer, SurveyGizmo 
https://www.knowledgeowl.com/home/just-in-time-documentation-a-practical-guide

https://www.knowledgeowl.com/home/just-in-time-documentation-a-practical-guide
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Publish via an API

Zendesk has an API 

You can use tools like 
MadCap Flare, 
Mindtouch, and Paligo to 
create content, and 
publish to Zendesk



It must be maintained and 
validated

You need an editor 

You need consistent content 

You need the right tools and workflow

https://prwire.com.au/pr/19759/ggg



Chatbots



What is a Chatbot?
A service that people interact with via a chat 
interface.  

You can ask questions using your voice or by 
typing in the same way you would ask a person.  

The chatbot will usually respond in a 
conversational style, and it may carry out actions in 
response to your conversation (for example, order 
something for you). 



Slack in your app



Chatbots

Answers can be retrieved automatically by a 
machine 

Some use Artificial Intelligence to find the right 
answer from a corpus



Conversational User 
Interface

via 

Instant Messaging 

Voice (Alexa)



It’s good for look-up, 
reference information

A good place for you to 
get started



The T-Bot: A new Help 
model from Microsoft



The T-Bot: A new Help 
model from Microsoft



You and chatbots



Alex Masycheff



Grains of Truth

Question-Answer key 
pairs



Requirements on your 
content

Structured and 
semantically aware for 
repurposing in a chatbot 

Ideally you can recognise 
the user and personalise 
the content



Our podcast and white 
paper on chatbots

https://cherryleaf.podbean.com/e/ai-and-chatbots-in-technical-communication-a-primer/



Online communities



Online communities, to help 
customers help each other

Quora 

Stack Overflow



Conversations v Text

Forums and IM tend to 
be like a conversation 

There’s little re-use



Summary



Support is expensive

Source: MetricNet  
http://blog.kineticdata.com/tag/average-cost-of-an-it-support-ticket/



Summary

Writing is hard and 
requires editing 

Your documentation will 
feed Support systems via 
an API



Questions?



For more information

ellis@cherryleaf.com 

@ellispratt
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